AMAFOR
Atlanta-Montgomery-Africa-Forum
Rubrique 1. PRESENTATION
Atlanta-Montgomery-Africa Forum (AMAFOR) is an international economic event and a
big business meeting that will take place from 22 to 26 May 2018 in the USA, successively in
the Atlanta, Georgia, and Montgomery, Alabama. Dedicated in Africa to SMEs, SMIs, Startups, Training institutions, Actors of the social and solidarity economy, Actors cultural and
educational, this forum aims to discover business potentials and opportunities, and to build a
bridge between African and American markets.
This event organized for the development of the African economic potential will bring
together 200 African and American socio-economic actors, around a central point: '' The 21st
Century business, working as a team to succeed together ''. The development of an action
plan for the intensification of sustainable inter and intra-African economic cooperation will
then be carried out.
The Atlanta-Montgomery Rendezvous is an exclusive opportunity for all entrepreneurs, young
businessmen and African operators who would aspire to position as an actor and stakeholder
in the revitalization of the African economy from a base solid and durable.
SPECIAL OFFER
AMAFOR offers exclusively:
1- To the participants having a company of production of goods or services:
- The unique opportunity to be represented in the USA and to build fruitful
partnerships
- The status of member of the African Mission Network
2- To the participants carrying projects in phase of launching:
- The opportunity to find financing,
- The opportunity for multiform mutualisation
3- To the communities (Associations, Town halls, etc.):
- The opportunity to obtain partnership and twinning contracts with cities
- the opportunity to find adequate resources for the development of urban and
rural communities
4- To the African diaspora:
- The opportunity to obtain niches for profitable projects in the short, medium and
long term,
whatever the budget.
- The opportunity for multiform mutualisation
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Accommodation

Nutrition
Internal Transport
Official Invitation*
Work supports
Exhibition space during the forum
Insurance

Visiting the sites
Permanent relay point of representativeness
to USA
Participation in workshops
Gala evening

* International participants are required to pay their participation fee to obtain the
invitation documents in time necessary for embassies to obtain visas.
Registration fee
Supported by
1
participants
Registration fee
2
International Transport (plane ticket) A / R
3
Regarding air tickets, we will allow
several participants from the same country to
benefit reductions by grouping together.
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